Choosing your seats in the Theatre Royal
The following notes are intended to act as a helpful guide to selecting your seats at the Theatre Royal. If you have
any questions that are not answered here, please contact the Box Office at booking@theatreroyal.org or call 01284
769505.
The Pit
• In order to reach the Pit, there are two short flights of stairs (a total of about 25 steps). We regret there is no
wheelchair access.
• Entrance to Pit Seats 1-7 (all rows) is via the Greene Room bar. For Pit Seats 7 ʹ 14 (all rows) access is via the righthand passageway of the Dress Circle corridor.
• The seats in the back six rows (price bands A & B) of the Pit are demarcated by arms. The front rows (Price band B)
are configured in a continuous-seating style.
Dress Circle
• The Dress Circle consists of 17 individual boxes all accessed on ground floor via a corridor which runs round the
back of the boxes. Boxes F, H, K and M are all wheelchair accessible.
• Each box is configured in either two or three rows of seats. In order to access the front row seats, the middle seats
of all rows have a ͚flip-up͛ mechanism.
• For the majority of performances, all boxes in the Dress Circle will offer a clear view of the stage.
Occasionally the stage set-up of a particular production may mean that customers sitting in boxes nearer the stage
will have slightly restricted view. For this reason they are sold as Price band C & RV seats.
Upper Circle
• The Upper Circle is on the first floor level and is accessed by a flight of stairs (a total of about 14 steps). There is no
wheelchair access.
• There are 14 boxes all accessed via a corridor which runs around the back of the boxes.
• Each box is configured in 2 rows of seats. In order to access the front row seats, the middle seats of both rows have
a flip-up mechanism.
• Occasionally the stage set-up of a particular production may mean that customers sitting in boxes nearer the stage
(and particularly the back rows of these) will have a partly restricted view. For this reason they are sold as Price band
C & RV seats.
The Gallery
• The Gallery is located on the second floor level and is accessed by a total of 27 steps from the Theatres original
foyer. You might like to think of these as the Gods. There is no wheelchair access and, on account of the height of
this seating area, we do not advise that small children sit here.
• The Gallery consists of four rows of individual wooden, flip-down seats. Like the rest of the auditorium, it is fully air
conditioned.
• The front two rows of the Gallery offer an uninterrupted view of the stage. Depending on the stage set-up of a
particular production, customers sitting in the back two rows may find their view partly restricted. For this reason
they are classified as Price band RV seats.

